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AESTRACT 

The expression for the phase change on transmission of an electromagnetic 
wave incident on a parallel plate type artificial dielectric, as  a funciion of the plate 
spacing, has been verified experimentally. The theoretical and experimental results 
agree fairly well for ratios of plate spacing t o  wavelength from 0.5 t o  0.85. 

On the basis of a theory due to Woonton', the%resnel type of diffraction for 
an artificial dielectric with ratio of plate spacing to wavelength of 0.64 has been 
theoretically investigated. There is close agreement between experimental and 
theoretical results. 

THEORETICAL 

( a )  Effect of plate spacing on transmission of Ho, electromagnetic waves 
through a parallel plate dielectric :- 

In derivin2 an expression for the transmisqion co-efficient T for a wave 
incident on the parallel plate dielectric the following assumptions have been made : 
(1) The array of plates are separated by a constant distance, (2) The metallic 
plates have infinite conductivity, ( 3 )  The plates have zero thickness. The 
expression for the phase change @ derived from the expression for the trans- 
mission co-efficient T' is, 

where ' a '  is the plate spacing and p the refractive inqex of the parallel plate 
medium given by the expression 

f i  = (h/2a)[4aS/ha - I]* Dl 
* A t  present on the staff of the I. I. T., Bombay. 
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Fresnel DtTmcifon in the Kplane due to ?he parallel plate medium :--The 
basis of the theoretical investigation is the determination of the diffraction 
d11c to an apcrlure which nlutilates the field due to a lienear radiator such a s  a 
Hplane sectoral, horn. Thc &el& a t  a distant point P in the XZ (Fig. I) plane 
viz., the If plane of the linear radiator is given by the e:qrcssionl 

Fig. I 

where F,(x )  is the aperture function which gives the field distribution in the 
aperture, y l  = - (Sin &)/A, 01, and R, being the co-ordinates of P with respect t o  
origin 0 of aright handed system of co-ordinates X, Y, Z; Y being a function of Y ,  
is a constant in the expression since only changes in the XZ plane are of interest. 
The field in terms of a new origin 0' on O Z  can be e~yaluated by introducing a 
term to express the phase retardation involved. By using the Fourier transform 
technique Woonton obtains an expression for the effect of the mutilating aper- 
ture situated at 0; (piS. 11) in terms thc angle 81 and R; the distance of 
P from 0'. The expucssion is 

where C ,  ( y )  is the Fourier Transform of F, ( x )  and is given by the expression 



Fig. XI 

rn 

G~ ( y )  = j Fj (x) exp. (- j 2 ~ y x )  c h .  
- w  

a is the angle through which the radiator is rotated about a vertical axis in the 
xz or H plane, c is the width of the mutilating aperture and Clam (y) refers 
to the effect of the mutilating aperture situated at 0' (0, 0, b). 

Two cases of diffraction arise, one in which the artific~al dielectric com- 
posed of individuaI apertures is moved transverse to the axis of the radiator 
which is also the axis of the interferometer used in the experimental investiga- 
tion and the other in which the axis OF the dielectric is continuously changed 
in direction with reference to the axis of the radiator. 

Case I : The artificial dielectric axis and the axis of the interferometer 
system are parallel in this case. That is a - 0 and y - 0. Hence the response 
function for each individual element is given by 

where C2 is a phase factor which accounts for the phase retardation of one 
element with respect to another at the receiver ; i t  is obvious that Q = 
[(exp.j2?rc)/h] (sine1 +sin&) where 8, and 8, are the angles made by the line join- 
ing the aperture centre to the centre of the radiator, and the centre of the receiving 
horn respectively, with the axis of the system, viz., the line joining the radiator 
centre and the centre of the receiving horn, these angles being in the H plane. 
The integral is expressed as a Fourier transform in exp. [j2?r(c/2)~] as 
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whcre F,(x) is the originill of the Lransform (Gl(/3) and IS expressed a s  F,(x) 
+-+G,(~) to represent the inverse relat~onslnp 

Now ~[(x) = & ( ~ ) @ ( x )  

where ~ ~ ( x )  = A for I n I 5 a12 

= 0 for I x 1 > u/2 

and $ ( x )  is a phase [actor. For the case considered +(.XI = exp. ( - jns2/~ / )  
which is substituted in (6) ; on integrating with respect t o  z w e  have 

x exp. [ - j n  (c/2 - x] " /h l ]dx  [71 

where C [(2/bh)%x] - . jS  [O/bh)%] is given by the  asymptotic expansions 

In the expressrons for I,(c) and I,(-c) the approprrate expansions are substi- 
tuted. By evaluatmg Lhc integtals of the form 

z, (c) = I ;  (c) I- I; (c) r, ( - C) = I; ( - C) i- I; ( - C) 

we have G,,(o) = c ~ ( l  - j ) [XI 

Hence tho variation is given by exponential term. 



To obtain the diffraction characteristic on moving the dielectric transverse 
to the axis of the system, the individual response functions for each aperture, viz. 
GI, (0) ard added up. Each value of G,,,, (0) must strictly speaking incorpo- 
rate a differcnt Y i.e., the distance of the aperture from the radiator to take 
into account the loss in intensity at the ap-rture. This however is not necessary. 
The difference obtained between the accurate valuc of GI,, (0) and its value not 
taking into account the changes in y will be negligible. Now the shift of the 
dielectric by a distance equal to  the width of n apertures will change the total 
response function lo for all the apertures put together calculated for an axis 
position of the dielectric, by an amount equal Lo the change in intensity pro- 
duced by then apertures in the new position taken up by them. The new 
response function therefore is 10 - G,,, (o), where lo - G x n , ~  (0), N being 
the total number of apertures in the dielectric. The diffraction effect is shown 
graphically, normalized with respect to the intensity calculated when the dielect- 
ric is on axis, in Fig. IV. Theoretical and experimental results are plotted for 
comparison. 

Case 2 :-This case arises when the dielectric axis and the axis of the 
system are oriented at an angle a with each other. The response function 
GI a m  (y) is then given by 

Putting ( p  - y )  - + and if yo - (sin a -- sin %)/A and p + (sin a)/h = 4 i- yo, 
so that 

exp. ( jxbh4'  + j xcl+) 
d + 

- w 

where c' - ( 2 6 ~ ~ 1 ~  + I), C" n (2bhy/c - I), ie., GI,, (y) =l(cf) - l (cN) 

Following Woonton again we have 
_ X .  

I(c')-A 2- e x p . ( - j ~ c ' ~ , )  
(bh )i ---- J 1 exp. (e)hx 



x . ( / -.)'I up. ( j2rrya) dx. 

On integrating with respect to z aud using the asymptotic expansions 

r ( 2 )  = 1; + I ;  

Fig. 111 

Phase Shift - a/A 



With similar expressions for I;" and I:", bcing the  components or I(?"). By in- 
tegration we find that 

and 

where 

where K- A (1 - j)%'(1~/2). 

This expression can be used for calculating the individual diffraction pattern 
for a single aperture, by substituting the experimental values of b, c, X, 1, to 
obtain a simplified expression involving only y and yo. Since llae axis of the 
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dielectric and the axis of the system coincide, y = 0 and hence a further simpli- 
fication arises. In calculaiing the diffraction due to a number of apertures, the 
individual diffracted intensity I must be multiplied by a factor exp, j 2 m c  (sin a) 

so as t o  account for the phase changes bctween apertures when a rotation 
through an  angle a occurs about an axis in the YZ plane perpendicular to the 
axis of ?he dielectric, and c -distance between plates. The simplified expression 
when b - 35 cm., c = 2  cm., 1= 28 cm., A =  3.14cm. is 

I= A exp. ( - j32.8&) sin 14.142 yo- 1.421 exp. 1121 

(a) The cffcct of plate spacing on the phase shift produced b y  an artificial 
dieleclric has been studied with a microwave interferometcs by coustsucling 
frames for the artificial dielectric of wood, with grooves in each so that the 
strips could be fixed with them and the spacing kept constant. The spacings 

Horizontal Shift of Dielectric in cms. 

Fig. IV 
Horizontal Diffraction Patterns 

Distance of Dielectric from Transmitting Horn=35 cms .  
(A) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ t a . 1  curve. (B) Theoretical Curve Spacing-2.0 cms. 



were 1.6, 2.0, 2.2. 2.35, 2.6 and 2.8 cms. corresponding Lo values of the ratio 
spacing/wavelength of 0.51, 0-635, 0.7, 0 ~ 7 7 ,  0.83 and 0.89. The spacings were 
accurate to & 0.05 cm. in each case as measured by calipers. Tn each case the 
measured shift A,, was noted and the  connected shifl A d  calculated from the 
expression 

where t - thickness of the dielectric and its refractive index. 
A graph shov~ing the experimeutal and theoretical r e ~ u l t s  is given in Fig. TIT. 

(b) The diffraction characteristics of the dielectric have been experimentally 
obtaiued with the help of themicrowave interferometer for the  case o r  a dielectric 
of plate spacing 2.0 cm. The theoretical and experimental results for the case 
of (1) transverse movement (29 rotation of dielectric about a vertical axis are 
plotted in Figs. ZV and V. 

The nleasurements were performed in the same manner and using the  same 
equipment as in Part I (ref. 3). The errors arising due to  diffraction have been 
discussed by Woonton, et 

(a) The results show that  the  phase shift of an artificial dlelectric whose 
spacing increases within rhe range X/2 t o  A, decreases uniformly i.c. the  ratio 
phase-shift/thickness of dielectric decreases. This may be compared to the case 
of a natural dielectric. In the latter, the  ratio phase shif/thickness of dielectric 
is more or less constant over a wide range of th'ickness. 

3'6 28 '24 W 16 12 8 4 o 4 a 4 2  16 20 e4 16 V* 

Angiec  Angle ~n Degiees-+ 

Fig. V 
Fresnel Diffraction 

Position of Diel.=35 crns:from Horn ( = b  of Theory). Rotation of 
Dielccbic about Vertical Axis. (A) Experimental Curvc. (B) Theoretical 
Curve. Spacing-2.0 oms. 
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(b) The diffraction measurements show that with  a reduction in effective 
area presented t o  the source of radiation the intensity a f  the received radiation 
decreases more or less uniformly. This is brought out in the theoretical and 
experimental results. 
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